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Abstract Roles, their emotion, and interactions
between them are three key elements for semantic
content understanding of movies. In this paper, we
proposed a novel movie summarization method to
capture the semantic content in movies based on a
string of IE-RoleNets. An IE-RoleNet (interaction and
emotion rolenet) models the emotion and interactions
of roles in a shot of the movie. The whole movie is
represented as a string of IE-RoleNets. Summarization
of a movie is transformed into ﬁnding an optimal
substring with user-speciﬁed summarization ratio.
Hierarchical substring mining is conducted to ﬁnd
an optimal substring of the whole movie. We have
conducted objective and subjective experiments on our
method. Experimental results show the ability of our
method to capture the semantic content of movies.
Keywords movie summarization; content analysis;
movie understanding
1 Introduction
Due to the proliferation of movie videos on
websites, it is hard for users to ﬁnd interesting
movies. Most users turn to web applications, such
as movie recommendation and movie retrieval, for
help. But these applications still provide hundreds
and thousands of hours of video content to
users. Therefore, there is a strong demand for a
mechanism that allows users to gain an overview of
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a movie without watching the entire video. Movie
abstraction techniques facilitate the browsing and
navigation of a movie collection for users. Using
movie abstraction as a preview, the user can quickly
access each movie and evaluate if it is important,
interesting, or enjoyable.
Compared to other kind of videos (e.g., news,
sports video, etc.), movies have a large variety of
scenarios and styles, which makes it challenging to
summarize them. Generally, movie abstraction can
be grouped into two categories based on movie key
frames and movie skims [1]. Key frame abstraction
selects several key frames of a movie to represent
the content of the whole movie. Movie skims select
interesting excerpts of a movie to provide a shortened
video to represent the movie. Key frame based
abstraction is eﬀective for content indexing and
retrieval. But from the viewpoint of user, movie
skims are more vivid and informative, keeping audio
and video content of movies. In this paper, we focus
on the problem of extracting semantic movie skims
from movies.
Movie skimming aims to select the important
video segments from movies. To identify important
content in movies, low-level features, such as color,
texture, and motion features are used in existing
work. Audio or visual saliency [2, 3] is detected
to ﬁnd interesting information in temporal and
visual space. Since low-level feature based movie
content analysis fails to capture the semantics of
movie content, recent research has explored high-
level features, at the role-level [4–6] and aﬀective-
level [7], for movie summarization.
In our daily experience, the audience of movies
pays attention to how characters relate to one
another, the interactions between characters, and the
emotional development of characters. Thus, shots
that include personal interaction and emotions are
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always the highlights of a movie. Such content plays
an important role in promoting the development
of the storyline of a movie. Previous role-based
approaches only model co-occurrence relationships
of roles. Interactions between them, such as hugs
and handshakes, have the same weight during the
modeling process. However, the emotions in roles are
not considered in existing role-based methods, but
they are a key factor in movie content understanding.
In this paper, we extract information of roles,
their emotions, and interactions between them as
the semantic content of thestoryline. We described
roles’ relationships in an IE-RoleNet, and modeled
dynamic development of the storyline using a string
of IE-RoleNets.
Existing methods mostly provide structure-level
summarization in which the segments in skim videos
have the same order as the original videos. Such
summarization fails to satisfy the demands of users
who are only interested in some special roles in a
movie. Our method provides both structure-level and
role-level summarization. We extract and organize
the movie skim according to the dramatic structure.
The main contributions of our work are: (1) we
explore both interaction and emotional cues of
movie characters, and propose the IE-RoleNet as
a means of modeling the semantic information in
movies; (2) we use a string of IE-RoleNets to model
the dynamic storyline of a movie, and to extract
summarization, by mining optimal substrings from
the string of IE-RoleNets; (3) we provide both
structure-level and role-level summarization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we review related works on video
and movie abstraction. In Section 3, we deﬁne
IE-RoleNets, strings of IE-RoleNets, and their
construction. Section 4 details summarization of
movies based on the string of IE-RoleNets.
Experiments are illustrated in Section 5 followed by
conclusions in Section 6.
2 Related work
First, we review abstraction techniques for generic
videos, then review state-of-the-art techniques for
ﬁlm skimming.
Video skims have been produced for the various
kinds of video: sports, news, documentaries, movies,
music videos [8], and home videos. Sports video
summarization focuses on selecting highlights of
sports, such as shots at basketball and goals in
football. Babaguchi et al. [9] detected signiﬁcant
events by matching text in the image frame with
game statistics. Takahashi et al. [10] temporally
compressed video data to generate summaries
of large sports video archives. Chen et al. [11]
proposed a hybrid summarization framework that
combines adaptive fast-forwarding and content
truncation to generate summaries for soccer videos
and surveillance videos. Audio features are often
used in sports video analysis to detect applause
and cheering. News videos usually consist of an
anchor person and story units, giving them a
ﬁxed structure. Ide et al. [12] used the character
of news videos to compose video stories on the
topic thread. User-generated videos have also been
widely investigated. MyVideos [13] is a prototype
system for managing home videos, providing video
segmentation, summarization, and editing. Zhao et
al. [14] used both audio and video content for
home video abstraction, selecting video segments
containing special audio features, mainly based
on speech, laughter, song, and applause. Qiu et
al. [15] considered spatial–temporal characteristics
to propose a new video attention analysis method
for home video. Lee et al. [16] presented an
egocentric video summarization approach focused on
the most important objects and people that interact
with the camera operator. All such videos have
particular characters with respect to either content
or structure. Movies are diﬀerent from other kinds
of video in having a large variety of scenarios and
styles, but they also have particular characteristics,
focusing on stringing several scenes together to tell
a story.
Previous works on movie skim summarization
can be broadly classiﬁed as being low-level feature
based, or semantic feature based. Low-level feature
based methods use video content such as visual
and audio saliency to select extracts. Chen et
al. [17] used audio features for story unit extraction,
and proposed an action movie segmentation and
summarization framework based on movie tempo.
Chen et al. [18] utilized four high-level concepts:
who, what, where, and when to describe video
content, and explored the associations between
them to detect meaningful shots and relations. Zhu
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et al. [19] incorporated movie scripts into movie
content analysis, and conducted storyline analysis
to generate movie abstractions. Ren et al. [20] used
Wikipedia as a middle layer to bridge the descriptive
gap between general user statements and movie
subtitles.
Since role-based or character-based methods
have an advantage in understanding semantic
relationships between roles, many works [4–6, 18]
have analyzed movie content based on roles or
characters. Scene analysis and character interaction
features were used in Ref. [6] to summarize
movies. Tsai et al. [5] proposed a two-stage
scene-based movie summarization method using
a role-community network. Existing role-based
methods only model simple relationships between
roles. For example, Refs. [4, 5] analysed the
co-occurrence of roles while Ref. [6] explored
dialog relationships. Furthermore, they focused on
modeling roles in movies as characters in a social
network, which ignored the dynamic development of
roles’ relationships over time. A movie is modeled as
a graph of unique role communities (urcs) in Ref. [5],
where each urc is a set of unique roles. Weng et al. [4]
described roles’ relationships within a role’s social
network. These representations of movies are static
and global, which is more suitable for leading role
determination and community identiﬁcation.
3 IE-RoleNet based movie content
analysis
In this section, the process of movie content analysis
is elaborated. Figure 1 illustrates the modeling
process of our method. A movie is segmented into
shots, and each shot is represented as an IE-
RoleNet. Then the movie is represented as a string
of IE-RoleNets. Finally, string-based summarization
is applied to generate movie skims.
3.1 Deﬁnition of IE-RoleNet
RoleNets were proposed in Ref. [4] to describe the
relationship between roles in movies. The roles are
analogous to users in social network analysis. In
a RoleNet, two roles are considered to have a
relationship if they appear in the same scene. The
strength of the relationship is quantiﬁed by the
number of co-occurrences between roles.
RoleNet based movie content analysis has two
limits: ﬁrstly, it fails to reveal and describe ﬁne-
grained relationships between roles. Two roles
appearing in the same scene have the same
relationship no matter whether they are close or not.
Secondly, it does not take the dynamics of roles’
relationships into account. As the storyline proceeds,
the relationship between roles changes. A RoleNet
only describes the static and global relationships
between roles in a movie.
We propose as an alternative the interaction
and emotion RoleNet (IE-RoleNet). Compared to a
RoleNet, an IE-RoleNet diﬀers in three ways. It
adds emotional information about roles, it models
the strength of interactions in a ﬁne-grain way, and it
describes the roles’ relationships at shot-level rather
than at whole movie-level. To incorporate these
characters, an IE-RoleNet is deﬁned as follows.
Fig. 1 Movie summarization based on a string of IE-RoleNets.
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Deﬁnition: an IE-RoleNet is a weighted graph
represented by
G = 〈V,E,A,W 〉
where V = {v1, · · · , vm} represents the set of roles in
a movie shot, E = {eij | if vi and vj have interaction}
indicates an interaction between roles, A is the
emotion of the speaker role in the shot taken from
the set {happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust,
surprise, natural}, and W represents the weight of
interaction between roles, from 1 (co-occurrence) to
3 (close interaction).
3.2 Construction of an IE-RoleNet
3.2.1 Structure analysis
The structure of a typical movie can be expressed
as a hierarchy: frame, shot, scene, and movie. A
shot is a group of consecutive frames recorded with
the same background and a single camera. It is
the basic unit of a video. A movie sequence that
alternates between views of two people consists of
multiple shots. A scene is a series of adjoining shots
that are semantically correlated. For example, three
camera shots showing three diﬀerent people talking
might be one scene if they are talking together in
the same room. Compared with shots and scenes,
the storyline of a movie is based on higher-level
concepts, characterised by semantic analysis and
content understanding. One of the most common
and universal approaches to dramatic structure
analysis is based on “three act structure” [21].
This divides a movie into three distinct parts: the
beginning (exposition), the middle (conﬂict), and
the end (resolution). The exposition establishes the
main characters, their relationships, and the world
they live in. The story then develops via a series of
conﬂicts between the protagonists, which is known
as the ﬁrst turning point. In the second part, the
protagonists attempt to resolve the problem initiated
by the ﬁrst turning point. Finally, the story’s climax,
in the third part, provides the resolution. Figure 2
shows the hierarchical structure of movies.
In our method, we construct an IE-RoleNet at
shot-level. The work in Refs. [2, 4] constructed
RoleNets at the scene-level. They focused on
analyzing the social network between roles, ignoring
the temporal dynamics of movies, while we aim to
model the dynamic development of the movie. We
detect shot boundaries using a motion estimation
Fig. 2 Structural movie analysis.
based method [22]. The diﬀerence between the
reconstructed frame and the original frame is
computed as the shot boundary detection metric.
After the shots have been detected, they are
clustered into scenes as in Ref. [23]. To avoid
segmentation during speech, we detect pauses in
speech and select shot boundaries in the speech
pauses.
Based on shots and scenes, we analyse the
dramatic structure of the movie and use them to
explore summarization. Since the roles and their
relationships are built up during the exposition, we
extracted the initial part of the movie that includes
all the roles within the minimal number of scenes as
the exposition part. The last scene with emotions
to the end of the movie is viewed as the resolution.
The middle scenes between these two parts form the
conﬂict part.
3.2.2 Role identiﬁcation and tracking
Existing works which identify roles in movies can
use supervised or unsupervised methods. We use
an unsupervised approach because the supervised
method assumes that all roles appear in the
preceding part of the movie. Since unsupervised
methods using only visual information are sensitive
to the variation of characters in scale and pose, we
combine visual and audio information together to
identify roles. First, we employ the facial detector
proposed in Ref. [24]; it can detect both frontal
faces and proﬁle views. We approach the problem
using tracking-by-detection. Speciﬁcally, we initialize
tracks by scanning the whole image every ﬁfth
frame. The Fisherface [25] of each track is extracted
as facial features for face clustering. Following the
method in Ref. [26], we extract and track the
mouth region of the roles to identify the speaker
in the shot. The audio is ﬁrst down-sampled and
split into overlapping frames of 20 ms. For each
frame, Mel frequency cepstral coeﬃcients [27] are
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computed. The facial features and speech features
are used together to cluster roles, where each cluster
corresponds to a role in the movie. Faces without
speech features are assigned to the nearest roles in
facial feature space.
3.2.3 Interaction atom based relationship
analysis
Many interactions reveal the relationship between
roles. For example, a kiss or hug indicates familiarity,
love, or aﬀection. There is much research on human
action detection and recognition in Hollywood
movies and TV shows [28, 29]. These methods
aim to recognize the categories of actions. In
our work, we are interested in whether there
are interactions between roles and the degree of
interactions. We adopt a coarse to ﬁne strategy
to localize the interactions in movies. Our action
detection approach consists of the following three
steps.
Given an input shot, the person area is ﬁrst
detected and tracked, using a state-of-the-art person
detector [30] which provides person bounding boxes
in static video frames. Detections in diﬀerent
frames are connected using a KLT point tracker.
Any isolated detections within a temporal window
(empirically set to 15 frames) are discarded.
Secondly, the spatial relations of roles are modeled
using structure learning. The spatial relation
between two persons is divided into discrete sets
following [28]: overlap, adjacent left, adjacent right,
near left, near right, and far. The relation between
each pair of persons is computed and tracked during
each shot. Shots with zero or one person are ﬁltered
out as interactions need at least two persons.
Finally, pre-deﬁned interaction atoms are detected
from shots. Inspired by the action atoms in Ref. [31],
we model the interactions between roles in terms of
three atoms: person–person together, person–person
interacting, and person–person overlaping. The
weights given to them respectively are {1, 2, 3}. The
atom person–person together means co-occurrence
of roles. Person–person interacting means two roles
have interacting bodies but the centers of the bodies
do not overlap. “Person–person overlaping” is the
interaction with the largest weight, which indicates
the centers of roles’ bodies overlap. The presences of
atoms are evaluated by tracking the spatial relations
between persons through the shots. Figure 3 shows
instances of these interaction atoms.
3.2.4 Emotion detection for speakers
Tracking emotions of major roles allows capture
of the development of the storyline in a movie.
Main cues used for emotion recognition include
facial expressions (FER), body gestures, speech
acoustics [32], and lexical cues. We combine facial
features and audio features to improve the emotion
detection, as do Refs. [7, 33]. The eﬀect is described
in terms of discrete categories, as conceptualized
in psychological research [34]. We use the most
popular basic emotion categories as the description:
happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, surprise, and
natural. The emotion of speakers in each shot is
detected, and we set the value of A to one of the
above emotion categories.
Emotion detection based on visual cues.
Given a shot, facial feature points of speakers are
extracted following Ref. [24]. To avoid errors due to
variation in scale of the face, features are normalized
as in Ref. [35]. We use facial animation parameters
(FAPs) [36] as the features to train. To normalize
between diﬀerent people, FAPs are expressed in
terms of FAPUs. Details of how to compute FAPs
are given in Ref. [36]. Because frontal faces and
proﬁle faces have diﬀerent feature points, we trained
frontal faces and proﬁle faces independently. Given
a role face in the shot, we ﬁrst determine whether
it is frontal or in proﬁle. We trained seven one-to-
rest SVM classiﬁers for frontal faces and proﬁle faces
separately.
 
Fig. 3 Instances of interaction atoms person–person together, person–person interact, and person–person overlap in the movies
The Devil Wears Prada and The Butterﬂy Eﬀect.
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Emotion detection based on audio cues.
Emotion detection based on audio cues considers
both speech and background music. First, audio of a
shot clip is classiﬁed into music and speech [37]. Then
aﬀective related features are extracted from music
and speech respectively. Most existing approaches
to vocal aﬀect recognition use multiple acoustic
features. The popular features are prosodic features
and spectral features. For each speech audio
segment, 4 features and their respective statistics
are extracted. In particular, pitch, loudness of
speech (energy), Mel frequency cepstral coeﬃcients
(MFCC), and zero crossing rate are extracted. We
used the Belfast emotion dataset collected by Cowie
et al. [38, 39] as the training dataset. For music audio,
we extract pitch, Mel frequency cepstral coeﬃcients
(MFCC), short-term energy, timbre, rhythm, and
zero crossing frequency.
4 Movie summarization method
After a movie has been represented as a string of IE-
RoleNets, the problem of extracting summarization
from a movie can be represented as selecting a
substring which maximally preserves the content of
the movie given a user-speciﬁed summarization ratio.
4.1 Problem formulation
Give a movie M contains t shots, represented
by a string of IE-RoleNets M = {G1, · · · , Gt}, the
summarization problem is to select a set of IE-
RoleNets to cover the information in the string of
IE-RoleNet given the length constraint. Our method
selects the substring having the minimum distance
from the IE-RoleNet string. This is formulated as
the following optimization problem:
ms = argmin {D, (M,R)}, s.t. |ms| = σ|M | (1)
where R denotes a substring of {G1, · · · , Gt} and
ms is the movie skim generated based on R. D is
the distance between the strings of two IE-RoleNets.
|ms| and |M | are the lengths of the movie skim
and the original movie in terms of time. σ is the
summarization ratio speciﬁed by the user, which
controls the length of the generated movie skim.
4.2 Substring mining
To ﬁnd an optimal substring from M , we need to
deﬁne the distance between substring R and M .
We ﬁrst deﬁne matching and distances between two
IE-RoleNets. We ﬁnd the optimal substring using
dynamic time warping distance.
4.2.1 Matching between two IE-RoleNets
Given two IE-RoleNets G and G′, the similarity
measure includes the distance between nodes, edges,
and emotion. Let a movie have p roles. The role sets
V and V ′ can be represented as vectors of length p, in
which the i-th element is 1 if the corresponding role
appears in the shot and 0 otherwise. The matrices
W and W ′ of size p×p correspond to the interaction
weight between each pair of roles in the shots. The
distance of two IE-RoleNets is measured by
D(G,G′) = Dn(V, V ′) +Dw(W,W ′)
+Dε(A,A
′)δ(G,G′) (2)
where Dn is the Manhattan distance between two
role sets, and Dw is the similarity of two interaction
weight matrices. Dε is the distance between the
emotion vectors of the two IE-RoleNets, where
δ(G,G′) is 1 if the speakers of two IE-RoleNets are
the same.
4.2.2 Mining the optimal substring
Suppose we have a string S = g1, · · · , gn. We
attempt to ﬁnd a substring S′ ⊂ S, which satisﬁes
Formula (1). We use dynamic time warping
(DTW) [40] as the distance measure D between
strings.
First, we initialize S′ to be the same as S. A matrix
of n rows and n columns gives the distance between
the elements of two strings, and the optimal warping
path between them is the diagonal path as shown in
Fig. 4(a). Each time we select an element gi in S
′




where S′/gi is the string after deleting gi from S′.
There are two situations: either the neighbors of
gi are not deleted before this step, as illustrated
in Fig. 4(b), or the elements around gi are deleted
before this step, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The warping
path changes between substring {gi−j , gi+k} and
{gi−j , gi−j+1, · · · , gi, · · · , gi+k−1, gi+k}, where j and
k are the numbers of elements deleted before and
after gi, respectively. The problem of selecting gi is




{gi−j , · · · , gi, · · · , gi+k})) (4)
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Fig. 4 Deleting an element from the string of an IE-RoleNet.
where DTW is the dynamic time warping distance
between two strings. The process of deleting element
is repeated until the length of S′ satisﬁes the user-
speciﬁed summarization ratio. The process is shown
in Algorithm 1.
4.3 String of IE-RoleNets
A movie video M consisting of t shots is represented
as M = {S1, · · · , St} where the indices denote
successive times. For each shot Si, a graphical
description IE-RoleNet is used to describe the
collection of roles, their interactions and emotions,
denoted as Gi. This representation of a video
naturally leads to a string representation M =
{G1, · · · , Gt}, where the IE-RoleNets follow the
temporal order of the shots. The process is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
5 Movie skim construction
The mined substring gives a compact representation
of the movie, but it is still not a skim of the movie.
Since each element in the substring corresponds to
one shot in the video, we producde the video skim
using the shots in the substring. The audio and video
information of the shots are assembled in synchrony
according to their time order.
Our method provides skim visualization in two
ways: structure-level skim and role-centered skim.
For the ﬁrst kind of skim, video excerpts added to the
skim are concatenated following the temporal order
of the original movie. Role centered skims allow
browsing of the movie from the perspective of roles.
The algorithm of movie summarization is given in
Algorithm 2.
5.1 Structure-level movie summarization
A structure-based skim organizes the selected video
segments in their original temporal order. Most
existing summarization systems provide movie skims
of this kind.
Since a movie usually has a large number of
shots, there is correspondingly a long string of IE-
RoleNets. It is time consuming to ﬁnd the optimal
substring from the string directly. We employ a
hierarchical movie summarization method. First,
substring mining is conducted on each scene. Then
the strings of scenes are concentrated according
to the three act structures. Substring mining is
conducted on each act. Finally, we mine substrings
on the string of the whole movie formed from the
substrings of the three acts.
5.1.1 Scene-level summarization
Many shots include only one person, particularly
dialog shots. Correpsonding elements in the string of
IE-RoleNets have only one node. Therefore, we ﬁrst
conduct substring mining on scene level to reduce
the redundancy.
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Given an IE-RoleNet string for movie M , it
is cut into multiple substrings according to scene
boundaries. The movie is represented as M scene =
{SL1 , · · · , SLn }, where L = scene and n is the number
of scenes. SLi is the string of IE-RoleNets for the
i-th scene. We ﬁnd the optimal substring RLi for
each scene using the process in Section 4.2.2. The
summarization ratio for each scene SLi is αiksceneσ,
where kscene is the summarization weight for the
scene and αi is the summarization weight for the
i-th scene. The higher the weight, the more compact
the skim is.
5.1.2 Dramatic structure-level summarization
After get substrings at scene level, the movie is
represented as M scene = {RL1 , · · · , RLn}. The movie
is represented as M storyline = {SL1 , SL2 , SL3 }, where
L = storyline; the movie is divided into three acts
or parts. Then, for the string of IE-RoleNets for
each part SLi , we ﬁnd the optimal substring using the
process in Section 4.2.2. The summarization ratio for
each part SLi can be set according to user preference.
For example, if a user wants to pay more attention
to the outcome and is not interested in the character
setting, the weight can be set higher for the third act
and lower for the ﬁrst act.
5.1.3 Movie-level summarization
Finally, the substring at the movie level can
be mined from the strings at the dramatic
structure level, denoted by M = {RL1 , · · · , RLn},
where L = storyline. We ﬁnd the optimal substring
for the whole string again following the process
in Section 4.2.2. Video clips of each shot are
concatenated according to their temporal sequence
in the original movie.
5.2 Role centered movie summarization
The role centered skim organizes the video segments
accroding to roles. The string of movie M is
split into multiple substrings corresponding to roles
in the movie. Then, for each substring, movie
summarization is conducted following structure-level
movie summarization.
5.2.1 Role centered IE-RoleNet grouping
To construct role centered movie summarization, IE-
RoleNets are ﬁrst grouped according to the roles.
Three kinds of grouping strategy are used in our
approach.
The ﬁrst strategy uses the occurrence of roles
as the metric. An IE-RoleNet is assigned to the
roles that have appeared in the shot. When a shot
has multiple roles, it is assigned to multiple role
categories. The second strategy uses interaction as
the metric. An IE-RoleNet is assigned into role
categories that meet two conditions: the role has
appeared in the shot and the role has interactions
with other roles. The third strategy assigns an IE-
RoleNet into role categories according to the speaker
in the shot.
5.2.2 Role centered substring mining
Given the substring of each role Srolei , the movie is
represented as M role = {SL1 , · · · , SLp }, where L =
role and p is the number of roles in the movie. For
each Srolei , we conduct substring mining and obtain
the corresponding substring Rrolei . The skim ratio σ
for each role is set by the user. Using each Rrolei ,
the movie video can be summarized into p video
segments.
6 Experiments
To evaluate the performance of the proposed movie
summarization method, we conducted objective and
subjective tests on Hollywood movies. We selected
11 popular movies as the dataset, as given in Table 1.
They include multiple movie genres, such as action,
comedy, and so on.
We compared our approach with two other
summarization methods based on role analysis:
scene-level summarization [5] and the RoleNet based
method [6]. During the experiments, all methods
used the same skim ratio σ, with values of σ =
10%, 20%, and 30%. Since there is no standard
evaluation framework in video summarization
research, we evaluated the performance of the
proposed movie summarization method following
existing methods. Diﬀering experimental methods
exist [41], based on result descriptions, objective
metrics, and user studies. Because result descriptions
are subjective and hard to justify, we used objective
metrics and user studies in our paper.
6.1 Information retrieval metrics
Since objective ground-truth for movie skim is
lacking, it is diﬃcult to evaluate the correctness of
a video abstract. But performance evaluation
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Table 1 Test movies
ID Movie title Genre Length
1 The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring Action/Adventure/Fantasy 178 min
2 Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone Advanture/Family/Fantasy 152 min
3 The Devil Wears Prada Comedy/Drama/Romance 109 min
4 Evan Almighty Comedy/Family/Fantasy 96 min
5 Ratatouille Animation/Comedy/Family 111 min
6 Up Animation/Adventure/Drama 96 min
7 The Pursuit of Happiness Biography/Drama 117 min
8 The Hurt Locker Drama/Thriller/War 131 min
9 The Shawshank Redemption Crime/Drama 142 min
10 The Da Vinci Code Mystery/Thriller 149 min
11 The Butterﬂy Eﬀect Sci-ﬁ/Thriller 113 min
for skimming based on the detection of
interesting/important segments can be carried
out via common information retrieval metrics. In
the proposed method, we detect interactions and
emotional roles, which can be viewed as important
segments. To evaluate the interaction and emotion
coverage of the produced summarization, we use
information retrieval metrics of precision and recall
as objective metrics. Interactions and emotional
roles were annotated with ﬁve subjects. The
subjects were given the same movie videos and
asked to annotate ground-truth interaction and
emotions. If more than three subjects’ annotations
overlaped, the average length and center of the
points were considered to provide ground-truth.
A detected interaction and emotion is claimed
as correct if its temporal extension overlaps
with any ground-truth annotation. We generated
summarization for the movies in the dataset with
σ = 10%, 20%, 30%, and computed recall of the
signiﬁcant segment detections in summarizations.
Recall is the proportion of interaction segments
included in the summarization skimming. Table 2
gives the interaction coverage and emotion coverage
of the results with summary lengths from 30% to
10%. The coverage rate deceases with summary
length. This observation shows that our method is
eﬀective in keeping interaction and emotion contents
of roles.
6.2 User studies
We invited twenty subjects to participate in the
subjective tests in our experiments. They were
divided into two groups, and two kinds of user
studies were conducted, a survey, and one on
user-speciﬁc interest shot selection.
6.3 Questionnaire
To measure the user satisfaction with
summarization, we showed the original movie
and the movie skims generated using user-speciﬁed
summarization ratios. After watching the original
movie and the movie skim, the subjects are asked to
answer the questions below:
Table 2 Coverage of interaction and emotion segments for diﬀerent summarization ratios
ID
Interaction coverage Emotion coverage
σ = 10% σ = 20% σ = 30% σ = 10% σ = 20% σ = 30%
1 0.420 0.482 0.512 0.509 0.602 0.652
2 0.162 0.204 0.372 0.692 0.692 0.723
3 0.308 0.409 0.470 0.398 0.420 0.543
4 0.439 0.535 0.632 0.352 0.395 0.431
5 0.258 0.301 0.350 0.499 0.567 0.623
6 0.249 0.319 0.409 0.458 0.485 0.509
7 0.153 0.198 0.267 0.500 0.520 0.578
8 0.249 0.352 0.348 0.390 0.409 0.482
9 0.360 0.403 0.464 0.751 0.751 0.842
10 0.194 0.295 0.322 0.360 0.383 0.351
11 0.428 0.487 0.589 0.497 0.497 0.549
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(1) Do you think the summarization includes the
most important parts of the plot of the movie?
(2) Does the summarization eﬀectively include the
interactions between roles?
(3) Does the summarization capture the
development of the emotions of the roles?
Since the opinions of each subject may scale
diﬀerently, we use the rank of each method as the
metric, as in Ref. [2]. For each question, subjects
were asked to answer with a score 1 (the worst) to 3
(the best) to indicate the ranking of three methods.
Figures 5(a)–5(c) depict the evaluation results of the
questionnaire survey for the 11 test movies.
6.4 User-speciﬁc interest shot selection
The subjects were asked to select shots from the
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Fig. 5 Questionnaire results for the 11 test movies. The blue,
red, and green lines indicated the RoleNet-based method, RCN-
based method, and our proposed method, respectively.
generating a summarization of the movie.
Figure 6 gives the percentages of interesting
shots that were included in our movie skims. The
results of this subjective evaluation shows that users
retain interactions and shots with emotional content,
which validates the eﬀectiveness of our proposed
method.
The average percentage of included user-annotated
shots illustrates that movie skims generated by
our method correspond to human opinion as to
which shots are of interest. The results for the
second, seventh and tenth movies have poorer
performance than other movies due to the low degree
of interaction and emotion in these movies.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel semantic movie
summarization framework based on roles, their
interaction and emotion in a movie. Using IE-
RoleNets to describe shots, we represent a movie as
a string of IE-RoleNets. Summarization of a movie
becomes a substring mining problem. Substrings are
mined hierarchically from scene level to storyline
level, which keeps continuity and completeness of
the skims. Furthermore, our method provides both
structure-level and role-centered movie skims that
meet the preferences of multiple users. Objective
and subjective evaluation results demonstrate that
the proposed method can capture movie content
following the understanding of human subjects. The
proposed method preserves the segments of interest
eﬀectively.
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